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12 May 2008 
 
Ms Jeanette Radcliffe 
Committee Secretary 
Senate Rural and Regional Affair and Transport Committee 
Department of the Senate 
PO Box 6100 
Parliament House 
Canberra ACT 2600 
 
 
Dear Committee Members 
 
RE:  Senate Inquiry into Meat Marketing 
 
I am writing to you in relation to the above both as a producer of free range pork, produced in an outdoor & 
unconfined production system, ( for the sake of distinction, I refer to this as  ‘truly free range’) and also as a 
concerned consumer of meat who is keen to secure truly free range product. 
 
I know the committee will have received a number of submissions which focus on the animal welfare aspects of 
truth in labelling and the inability of consumers to make an informed choice in this regard because of the current 
legislative and regulatory inadequacies. Of course, this is an extremely important aspect and within this context, 
one which forms a primary motivation for consumer choice. 
 
I do however wish to also draw the Committee’s attention to another, equally important aspect, which often 
appears to be overlooked. That is, the qualities and attributes of truly free range products as opposed to non-truly 
free range animal products. This too, constitutes a significant underlying motivation for consumers sourcing truly 
free range product and more often than not, for health related reasons.  I have outlined some key differences with 
respect to the pork industry in annexure ‘A’ hereto. 
 
The committee would be well aware of State and Federal Laws which regulate representations and conduct in 
commerce and trade. It is evident that these are grossly inadequate to address and control the current confusion 
in the market place, more often than not, brought about by the unethical marketing practices and representations 
of key stakeholders. Moreover, and with respect, the regulatory bodies that monitor and administer these laws 
feel disempowered or loath to take action because of these inadequacies. In this regard, I respectfully draw the 
Committee’s attention to annexures ‘B, and ‘C’. 
Annexure B: Draft letter to ACCC (undated). I drafted this letter for the Free Range Pork Farmers Association, 

the final version of which was sent the ACCC on Association letterhead. It is referred to in the 
response from ACCC (5.9.07) as letter ‘received 29 August 2007’ 

Annexure C: Letter ACCC dated 5 September 2007 
 
I do not have available the earlier correspondence, however I believe the Annexures are sufficient to demonstrate 
the point.  
 
Sadly, it should also be stated that in the majority of instances, the peak bodies of meat producers are heavily 
geared in favour of large scale intensive meat producers whose interests are not advanced by their peak body 
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ensuring its members adhere to ethical marketing practices, codes and standards. Even their own standards. Self 
regulation is therefore not a realistic option. By way of example in this regard, I draw the Committee’s attention to: 
Annexure ‘D’: Letter Highlands Heritage Pork to APL dated 16 January 2008 
Annexure ‘E’: Letter in reply from APL dated 6 February 2008 
Annexure ‘F’: Letter Highlands Heritage Pork in reply dated 28 February 2008 
No reply was received from APL in response to Annexure ‘F’ 
 
I also wish to extend the Committee’s attention to the position of producers. In the present environment, 
producers of truly free range products have to compete, side by side, products from non- truly free range 
producers who unethically describe their products as ‘free range’ or use misleading or confusing terminology  
(e.g. ‘bred free range’) that make it difficult for consumers to distinguish between the two. By virtue of the 
economies of scale and practices of more intensive farming systems, truly free range producers cannot compete 
on price, on what consumers are misled to believe are similar products. Consumers have a right, either for health 
or humane reasons, to source and secure truly free range product. However, the viable supply of such product  
is only possible if producers of truly free range products can compete on a level playing field, both in a marketing 
and business sense.  
 
Having regard to the landscape described above, I respectfully submit that the Committee’s deliberations must  
embody clear and strategic recommendations that ensure: 
 
1. A legislative model which enforces labelling and terminology that accurately and unequivocally describes   
    the production system from which products are derived.  
2. A model with sufficient teeth to impose significant penalties and sanctions for breaches, by all stakeholders 
    in the farm to consumer chain, their agents and representatives. This would include producers,  
    wholesalers, providores, retailers (including restaurants), food processors, trade and industry bodies, etc. 
    It has been my direct experience that retailers, processors and wholesalers are far too ready to accept or hide  
    behind the unsubstantiated representations of producers, even after being made aware of the significant  
    discrepancies concerning products they stock or deal in.  Retailers in particular, are at the consumer market  
    coalface. Effective control and monitoring at this point will filter back up the entire supply chain.  
    There must be a legislative model that incorporates an incentive for and send a clear signal that all  
    Stakeholders have a non delegable duty to ensure the product they sell complies with its description and  
    standards that pertain to that description. Of course, the legislation must offer a reliable mechanism for such       
    assessment.  
 
3.  A model that has at its core, a centralised and truly independent certification process.  
 
In summary, there is overwhelming significant differences in the production methodologies of truly free range 
farming systems and the alternatives. Differences which, are expressed in terms of animal welfare and the 
inherent quality and attributes of the end products. It is because of these significant distinctions that a strong and 
growing consumer demand for truly free range products continues to be, not only a domestic phenomenon, but a 
world wide trend. With respect, it is incumbent on this Committee and the government generally, to ensure an 
environment exists in which consumers are in a position to make an informed choice, producers can satisfy that 
choice and the health of and diversity within the respective meat industries is fostered and protected. This is 
definitely not, the current situation. 
 
 
Peter Multari 








































